
TO : Southington Planning and Zoning Commission

RE : SPU # $V L Mr. Jamie Sewell 155 Wedgewood Road

Dear Chairman and Commission Members,

We are in FULL SUPPORT of the application for a detached garage proposed by Jamie

Sewell of 155 Wedgewood Rd. Jamie has lived in the neighborhood since 1997 when

he moved into the neighborhood with his parents. He loved the neighborhood so much

he bought a home here. Jamie takes great pride in having one of the nicest yards in

Southington by spending countless hours keeping it immaculate. He has made us

aware of an incoming acquisition of a large vessel which requires an oversized garage

for storage. He has never been able to park inside since he moved into his new home

due to lack of garage space. While he has a garage, he utilizes it to store his personal

collection of vehicles along with those of neighbors.

Our support of this application is further backed by our collective appreciation for these

items being stored inside rather than out. We are a neighborhood of upscale homes

and this garage appears by plan to be aesthetically pleasing. While large in size it is

lower in elevation and in his backyard. Mr. Sewell has one of the largest properties and

space to support such a structure. Knowing the outside would not only blend with his

home but the landscape, we feel this is a prudent decision to ensure securing his

personal property indoors.

ln conclusion, our neighborhood is a vast array of home styles and sizes. Comparing

us to the large homes in the area, there are several that include what Mr. Sewell is

proposing. While we realize it exceeds the allotted square footage without a special

permit, we are fully confident this will only add to the beautification of the property while

serving a dual purpose of asset protection. We kindly ask that you see his application in

a favorable light. Thank you ly
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